
Minutes of the ZOOM Meeting of Scawby Events Team 

2nd March 2021 
PRESENT:   Jo Greaves, Chair. Rosemary Platts, Secretary. Tracey Powell, Treasurer. 

Hayley Nutbrown, Neil Johnson, Janine Parrish, Hannah Almey, Rebecca Brocklesby, 
  Sara Neall, Jeff Revitt. 

The whole team was present, no apologies. 

There were no matter arising. 

FINANCE  
The balance in the bank is £6,149.52 
Everyone had received a copy of the accounts for the year ending August 2020. Tracey reported that 
Dudleigh will complete our accounts this year but feels he cannot carry on any longer due to health 
reasons. Both Jo and Rebecca said they know someone who may do them for us from next year and 
they will make enquiries. Dudleigh has done the books for us, without charge, since we started and 
he has always called it his contribution to village events. 
 
PROPOSED DRIVE IN CINEMA 
It is starting to look as if a drive-in cinema at Scawby Playing Field is too ambitious, the cost would be 
£1895 plus 40% of the ticket sales. We spent a lot of time discussing the pros and cons and we all 
thought we might be able to hold an open-air cinema instead of a drive-in with everyone bringing 
chairs and blankets. We would have no problem getting lots of food type stalls and September 
would probably be the best month for the event as it gets dark a bit earlier than in the summer. 
There are still a lot of things to consider and added to the huge cost of hiring the screen and the film 
would be hiring toilets, first aid and insurance. Someone would have to complete the necessary 
ESAG forms. The new games area, MUGA, will be fitted this summer and that will create a lot of 
upheaval at the playing field. Several ways to reduce the cost were discussed; including food with 
the ticket or making it a festival where people pay to come to the festival so only a proportion of the 
ticket price is for the film. We could try to get sponsors. We still have to take the current pandemic 
into consideration, September is only 6 months away and who knows what will be allowed;  if we 
book the Skylight Cinema they do not give refunds we would have to choose another date. Most of 
the team would still like this event to go ahead and although no firm decisions were made we all 
have a lot to think about before the next meeting including whether to defer this event until 2022. 
 
UPDATE ON EVENTS FOR 2021 
We have around 20 scarecrows promised but we need more child-friendly/ super-heroes; more 
advertising will be done soon for scarecrows and the decorated wheelbarrow competition. 
Whether we sell scarecrow trail maps as usual or we just have a free download will be decided 
nearer the time. It has already been agreed that there will be no questions to answer on the map. 
Jo & James are preparing the treasure hunt. 
Hayley & Sara are preparing a children’s treasure hunt. 
Rebecca and Hayley are organising an on-line dog show. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



AOB 
It was decided to try to have a NYE party with the band that we had to cancel last year if the village 
hall if free. (Nb Hicksville Bombers now booked at same price at last year, they still have £100 deposit 
from last year. Village Hall also booked) 
 
Scawby Parish Council is hoping to arrange something for the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee next year. It 
was agreed at our last meeting to bring the date of the Scawby Gala Weekend forward a week to  
3rd to 5th June 2022 to coincide with the national 4 day bank holiday. 
 
There was no other business and the meeting closed at 9.00pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


